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A book for fashion designers, cultural researchers, fans of innovative street style fashion, and anyone who is looking for creative
inspiration for their personal style
The most extraordinary shoe designs united in one volume
Look down! Shoe styles photographed on the streets of fashion capitals Paris, New York, London, Berlin, Copenhagen and
Milan
Now includes designer profiles and interviews
Text in English and German
“Suzanne’s fashion image are beautiful, bold and often strange. They perfectly capture the sartorial way of life on the runway of streets.”—
Amateur Photographer
Shoes are part of the basic equipment of our everyday wardrobe. They can be seen as a utilitarian necessity, or as a unique and joyful
fashion accessory that influences the entire outfit and makes it a distinctive expression of personal style, be it vintage or avant-garde,
elegant or edgy, minimalist or extravagant. In It’s All About Shoes, street style photographer Suzanne Middlemass presents a colourful
mix of fab and fantastic shoes that are worn on the asphalt catwalks of the fashion capitals of the world, including New York, Paris,
Milan, London, Berlin, and Copenhagen. This revised edition includes interviews with renowned shoe designers and asks them about
design inspiration and sustainability.
Suzanne Middlemass completed her Fine Arts degree in 2001, after which she worked as an assistant before enrolling on a Diploma
course in photography at the renowned London College of Communication. Straight out of college she started working for magazines,
and in 2011 she became a Glamour.com contributing Street Style photographer. Since then, she has been published in a number of
high-profile publications, including Company, Cosmopolitan, Elle, Grazia, GQ, Hearst publishing, Hello Fashion, LOOK!, The Guardian, Women’s
Health and British Vogue, among others.
Today, Suzanne travels the globe shooting street style and goes backstage at international fashion week events for an array of universal
brands and clients.
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